
CHAPTER XV

FLOW OF FUNDS

1. Main Developments

From the standpoint of real transactions, or net demand and net supply, 1970
was characterized by a general rise in the demand surpluses of the domestic
sectors. This rise was dominated by the public sector, which accounted for
about threefourths of the total. It should be noted, however, that the increase
did not stem from additional net expenditure in the domestic economy, but
rather from much heavier defense imports. While the contributions of private
business and households are less certain, the available evidence suggests similar
movements i.e. a moderate fall in the supply surplus of households and a
moderate rise in the demand surplus of business.1 This appears to have been
made possible, despite the tax restraint on disposable income, by a large increase
in private transfers and capital imports and in Government credit to this
sector. The remaining real sectors public sector companies and nonproift in
stitutions contributed only slightly to the larger aggregate domestic demand
surplus.
As in the past, the excess rise in domestic demand over supply surpluses

(speciifcally the demand surpluses of the Government, business, and nonprofit
institutions) was covered by an increase in the supply surplus of the rest of the
world (i.e. a growth in Israel's net import surplus or net capital import). In
1970, however, this rise was particularly sharp.
This general picture does not appear at first glance to differ greatly from the

developments reported in the previous year. However, there were some signiifcant
differences. First of all, the general rise in domestic demand surpluses in 1969
was much more a relfection of the increased net demand (or reduced net supply)
of the household and business sector. In 1970 the restraint of consumption
by means of higher taxes and forced loans and the passing of the speculative

■* We are able to check the reasonableness of the estimate of the change in the demand
surplus of private business from 1968 to 1969 (i.e. the ifnancial approach presented in
Table XV2 of the 1969 Annual Report) against the ifndings of a direct sample of
business ifrms (the data for 1970 were not available in time for the present Report). The
results accord very well with the development suggested last year in the demand surplus
between 1968 and 1969 both approaches yield an approximately ifvefold rise but the
sample is too small to inspire great conifdence in either the absolute ifgures or the exact
relative rise. The detailed results of this sample (covering 154 ifrms with a turnover of over
IL 1 million each) are presented in the appendix to this chapter (in Hebrew only) .
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Table XV1

DEMAND OR SUPPLY SURPLUSES, BY SECTOR, 196970
(IL million(
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Since the demand and supply surpluses of all sectors add up (in principle) to zero, the
surplus of this sector is derived as the difference (with sign reversed) between the demand
and supply surpluses of the other sectors.
The capital purchases ifgure of this sector differs from the investment ifgure appearing in
Chapter V, "Domestic Investment", for several reasons, the most important of which are:
(a) the inclusion of inventory investment here; and (b) the use of a cash payment basis here
and actual goods received in Chapter Va distinction particularly important in the case
of aircraft purchases.
For this sector purchases are identical with Israel's exports and sales are identical with
imports as recorded in the balance of payments.
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wave of purchases of late 1969 slowed down this process considerably, so that the
increase in the total domestic demand surplus was dominated by the public
sector's heavier defense expenditure abroad.
Secondly, the structure of the ifnancing of demand surpluses in 1970 diverged

significantly from that of 1969 with respect to those credit lfows that generate
liquid assets. This year we have reorganized the lfowoffunds presentation so as to
emphasize the distinction in financing between credit flows through markets and
institutions whose lending does not generate means of payments or other liquid
assets and those credit lfows which do create such liquid assets. The analysis
indicates that the overall pattern of credit lfows in 1970 engendered a larger
increase in domestic liquid assets (both money and near money) than in the
previous year.
Expressed more precisely, gross bank credit (the type of credit which can

generate liquid assets) expanded at a rate similar to that of 1969, but a great
deal less of these assets were absorbed outside the domestic economy than in
1969 by the purchase and use of Israel's foreign currency reserves to ifnance the
growth of the import surplus. The result was a larger increase in the quantity of
liquid assets held in the domestic economy, especially relative to the rise in
real resources (GNP plus the import surplus) and, even more so, relative to the
smaller rise in real GNP. The potentially inlfationary effect of this change in the
structure of ifnancial lfows was, it is true, offset to some extent by the fact that
the money supply itself, the most "active" of liquid assets, rose at a lower rate
than total ifnancial assets, and also by the fact that there was a slight fall in the
overall circulation velocity of liquid assets. The price level went up about
8 percent in 1970, as opposed to only some 4 percent the year before.1
It would, however, be erroneous to conclude that these developments con

stituted a case of classic monetary or demand inlfation, i.e. one set in motion by
the excessive expansion of bank credit and total liquid assets. As is described in
other chapters, costs were in fact pushed up in the second half of 1970 by
sharply increased indirect taxes. A failure to expand liquidity (and money in
particular) under these conditions would probably have resulted in a slowdown
of real output and a rise in unemployment. Indeed, the growth of the money
supply itself lagged behind that of output and prices (i.e. the circulation velocity
of money actually had to increase somewhat to support the total price rise in
1970). In part, the growth of liquidity may therefore be regarded as a mere

x These development are brought out in the new tables XV3A and 3B below. Moreover, it
should be emphasized that the price ifgures cited are only the average annual price rises of
total resource use in 1970 over 1969 and in 1969 over 1968. The change in the liquidity of
the economy mentioned is measured from year end to year end. The total price rise from
the beginning to the end of 1970 was over 10 percent. At the end of the year, then, there
appeared to be only a moderate inlfationary potential in the form of excess liquidity
in the economy. Since, owing to costpush, the price increases of 1970 preceded rather than
lagged behind the rise in liquidity, most of the developments in 1971 will perforce be
determined by the liquidity generated during that year.
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"legitimation" of cost pressure unrelated to demand. Thus the increase in total
liquidity, but not that in the money stock alone, exceeded what was required
merely for this purpose. This fact suggests some of the diiffculties inherent in
properly adjusting monetary policy to the complex set of forces operating in the
Israeli economy. Other private liquid asset holdings expanded rapidly in the
wake of increased transfers and credit from abroad ( and because of other factors,
discussed below), while an offsetting decline in the expansion of money might
have seirously threatened unemployment under the impact of increased taxes.

2. The Financing of Sectoral Demand Surpluses
The financing of each sector's demand surplus (or the use of its supply surplus

in the form of credit to other sectors) is detailed in Table XV3 for the first
time with an explicit separation of those flows which do and those which do not
directly generate additional liquid assets.1 The latter category includes unrequited
transfers from abroad and net credit through financial markets from non
monetary (i.e. nonbank) sectors. The liabilities of such nonbank sectors (e.g.
those airsing from the receipt of deposits, sale of bonds, etc.) constitute financial,
but not liquid, assets held by the lending sector.2 The bulk of the liabilities of
the banking system to other sectors, however, do constitute liquid assets. More
importantly, the banking system (including the central bank) possesses the
unique property of being able to expand its liabilities (i.e. gross credit received),
because it expands its loans, rather than the other way round. It can do this on the
basis of increases in reserves or changes in reserve requirements which are under
its own control (or, more precisely, that of the central bank). Other financial
intermediaires, or other sectors generally acting in their financial capacity, are
not able to do this. They must borrow more from other sectors (or save more)
before they can expand their gross lending. The banking sector also acts in
this way, for example, when its deposits increase because of an inlfow of foreign
capital. But the importance of the distinction arises from the fact that bank
credit is not limited to such sources. It can also beselfgenerating, and the
resulting liquid assets will be allocated between money and less liquid deposits
largely according to the preferences of the public. Among the things, therefore,
that are worth identifying in an analysis of credit, the most important is the

* The reader should be cautioned that the concept of "liquid assets" employed here differs in
several respects from that of "money and less liquid assets held by the public" employed
in Chapter XIV (see note b to Table XV3).

2 A few such liabilities might be so classified. The borderline between liquid and other financial
assets is not precise. For convenience, however, and because they constitute the vast bulk of
what may properly be regarded as liquid assets, we limit this category to liabilities (and
not all liabilities) of the banking sector. We include bill brokerage, however. After the
abolition of the interest rate ceiling and the extension of the reserve requirements to such
transactions, almost all the funds invested in this market were in the course of the year
transferred to time deposits.
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TableXV2
INDIRECT SEPARATION OF HOUSEHOLD AND BUSINESS SECTOR

SURPLUS, 196970

)IL million)

1969 1970

Households
)1) Credit received
)2) Transfers from abroad
)3) Total)1 + 2)
)4) Credit granted
)5) Indirect estimate of demand or supply () surplus (34)

Business
)6) Credit received
)7) Credit granted
)8) Indirect estimate of demand or supply () surplus (67)

Pirvate sector
)9) Indirect estimate of demand or supply () surplus)5 + 8 )
)10) Residual estimate of demand or supply () surplus*
)11) Difference between estimates"

. As calculated in Table XV1.
b Identical with errors and omissions for the private sector in Table XV3.

aggregate expansion of gross bank lending and borrowing in the course of
ifnancing demand surpluses, and, in a sectoirzed analysis, the resort of each
sector to gross borrowing from banks (which creates liquidity), minus their
increased "lending" to the bank sector by the holding of additional deposits,
currency, etc., which, so to speak, reduces the rate at which the borrowed funds
are spent on goods and services.
The differences between bank and other credit are irrelevant to the individual

sectors. For each, the resort to bank credit (and thus its contribution to the
creation of liquidity) or to other credit sources is essentially a matter settled by
their relative prices and the institutional structure of the capital market. Of
course, there is nothing wrong with the expansion of bank credit (or a reduction
in liquid assets held), as long as the total amount is not excessive from the
standpoint of price stability or balance of payments equilibrium.
Putting the matter in different but related terms, we may say that the most

important consideration for pirce stability is the total expansion of liquidity and
the changes occurirng in the velocity of circulation of liquid assets (or its
reciprocal, the ratio between liquid assets held and total expenditure). The
objective of the presentation offered in Tables XV3, 3A and 3B is to sectoirze
this process; that is, to show the individual contribution of each sector (or group
of sectors) to each of these activities. Thus, while the appropriate adjustment of
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the overall expansion of liquidity remains pirmarily the responsibility of the
monetary authoirties, a sectorized account may (in principle) help to identify
the pressure points airsing from the velocity or the borrowing activities of the
vairous sectors.
With this end in view, we compute in Table XV3B the total "liquidity

impulse" generated by each sector, deifned as its resort to bank borrowing, minus
the change in its holdings of liquid assets relative to expenditure (i.e. its contri
bution to the overall change in velocity). The figures in the table, however,
should be regarded as only approximations, owing both to difficulties of sectoirng
and to the simplifying assumptions built into the table. To take one example of
the latter, the "required" change in liquid assets held by each sector1 is assumed
to be proportionate to the overall increase in expenditure on total resources
(goods and services) available to the economy (GNP plus the import surplus) .

In any event, the ifgures do suggest certain general conclusions when integrated
with other information available on the vairous sectors. Thus we see from Table
XV3B that (compared with 1969) the public sector reduced its direct monetary
or liquidity impulse toward increased expenditure by retaining more of the liquid
assets it obtained by way of credit from the banking sector, as well as by re
sorting slightly less to bank credit as such.
This result appears to indicate a net decline in the liquidity impact of public

sector financial activities. When we consider, however, the underlying meaning
of the liquidity impulses we attribute in our tables to the rest of the world
sector, we must conclude that the total impact of the public sector was essentially
unchanged. What actually took place was a shift by the public sector (i.e. the
Government) in the manner of financing its growing import surplus from
abroad.
In 1969 the Government did this to a much greater extent by borrowing

from the domestic banking system (especially from the Bank of Israel) and
converting the resulting liquid assets almost immediately into foreign cur
rency, thereby running down the economy's reserves and extinguishing the
shortlived addition to local liquid assets. Hence some (but not all) of the negative
impulse shown for the rest of the world in 1969 was simply the offsetting com
plement to the direct impulse shown for the public sector. In 1970, however,
in order to avoid the continued rapid depletion of foreign currency reserves,
the Governmemnt switched to a largescale increase in borrowing abroad. By
doing so, it shortcircuited the banking sector and could reduce its direct

J The public sector and the rest of the world are exceptions, in that neither is regarded as
under any significant pressure to maintain a fairly close relationship between its holdings
of local liquid assets and its level of local expenditure. Hence, all the increase in Government
liquidity is recorded in our tables as a negative liquidity impulse. In the usual accounting
treatment of the increase in money and near money held by the public (e.g. that employed
in Chapter XIV), such deposits are simply excluded from the total which is a reasonable
aggregative approach, but less informative in a sectorized analysis.
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TableXV3
FINANCING OF DEMANDSURPLUSESLIQUIDITYCREATING AND OTHER FLOWS, 196970
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Social insurance
funds and
insurance
companies

1969 29 110  1 1 ' * 108 1 39
1970 59   138    10 132 122 16 75

Financial
institutions

1969 39  35 223 2 182 184 e ' 141 145 106
1970 31  88 302  245 245 3 88 90 59 28

Total nonifnan
cial domestic
sectors

1969 3,059 1,607 488  1,562 972 2,534 72 1,285 1,357 3,272 213
1970 4,286 2,211 2,068  1,195 1,552 2,727 415 2,197 2,611 4,395 109

Banking system
1969 18  1,562 1,281 2,843 72 2,681 2,753 90 72
1970 13  1,358 2,231 3,589 415 3,222 3,636 47 60

Rest of the world
1969 3,041 1,607 488   309 309  1,396 1,396 3,182 141
1970 4,268 2,211 2,068  163 699 862  1,025 1,025 4,442 174

a , .

> * This may be described as net lfows through "credit markets" as opposed to the banking system; or to be more precise, credit lfows to and
J^ from other sectors. *I*
w " This represents the gross credit granted by the banking sector, excluding that from Government earmarked deposits (included in col.4 as a
* nonliquid lfow) .
X c Credit granted by the banking system from Table XV4.
.5" * Equivalent to the gross credit received by the banking system (see Table XV4) in the form of increased deposits, commercial bills, or
v currency holdings. The term "liquid assets" used here is broader than the concept of "money and less liquid deposits" in Chapter XIV, since it
J? includes domestic bank deposits (in both Israeli and foreign currency) held by the Government and earmarked deposits of nongovernmental
S sectors. The total may also differ somewhat because of adjustments made in reconciling divergent sectoral data.

* Credit received by the banking system from Table XV5.
O * This item relfects the significant inconsistencies between the data on credit lfows derived from the accounts of the various sectors. In 1970 the

"errors and omissions" item for the restoftheworld sector was not identical with that in the balance of payments (as was the case in
£5 previous years).

TO Chapter XIV.
' The breakdown of bank credit and deposits between households and business is very rough. In view of the large changes that took place from

to 1969 to 1970, the combined ifgures are more reliable.
S Source: Tables XV1 and XV4.



Table XV3A

LIQUIDITY IMPULSES OF MAIN SECTOR GROUPS," 196970

)IL million(
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)7()6()5()4()3()2()1(

Public sector1.
1,5651,61348481969
1,1711,5523813811970

Other real2.
sectors"

9427382041,2642859801,0601969
4259305051,5136648492,0181970

Institutional3.
investors'

21831816815532491969
1522459311952672121970

Total domestic4.
nonifnancial
sectors

2,5102,534241,3333001,0331,3571969
1,7482,7279791,6327169162,6111970

Rest of the5.
world and net
bank supply
surplus8

1,1771,1771,1771969
1161161161970

Total, all6.
sectors

1,3331969
1,6321970

* This refers to the increase in liquid assets (money and near money) brought about by the
borrowing of each sector, plus the increase (or decrease) in the sector's holdings of liquid
assets relative to its increased expenditure (assumed to be proportionate to the rise in total
domestic uses). Alternatively, this may be described as the total impact of each sector's
borrowing on the creation of liquidity, plus its contribution to the change in the circulation
velocity of the liquid assets.

* From Table XV3, col. 10. See note d to that table.
" Based on the increase in the holdings of each sector proportionate to the increase in total
resources used in the economy (i.e. GNP plus the import surplus).

d The change in the sector's liquidity relative to total nominal purchases. A positive sign
indicates a decrease in the velocity of liquid assets, and a negative sign indicates an
increase in the velocity.

* Public sector companies, nonproift institutions, business, and households.
* Social insurance funds, insurance companies, and financial institutions.
* Includes (for the sake of brevity) the net increase in liquid liabilities to the rest of the
world, plus the small increase in the liabilities of other domestic sectors to the banks deriving
from the latter's lending from their own supply surplus or business saving (as shown in col. 11
of Table XV3, i.e. net borrowing in 1970).
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resort to bank credit. Thus for 1970 the direct liquidity impulse shown in the
tables for the public sector comes much closer to describing the full liquidity
impact of its credit activity, while for 1969 it exaggerates the impact.
We may complement and complete these remarks by consideirng the develop

ment of the "other real sectors" shown collectively in Tables XV3A and XV3B.
They appear ^0 have acted rather similarly ^0 the public sector; that is, they in
creased their holdings of liquid assets relative to expenditure (reduced velocity),
with only a small increase in their collective resort to bank credit, and thus to
liquid asset creation.1 Their ability to do this can only be explained by reference
to the very sizable increases in their transfers and net credit from abroad (see
the figures in columns 2 and 3 of Table XV3 ). This increase (over IL 1,050
million) was far in excess of the rise in their total demand surplus (about IL 300
million) . It appears that the Government, in harmony with its policy of avoiding
a contraction of foreign exchange reserves, eased restraints which it had previously
imposed upon foreign borrowing by private firms and financial institutions.
Other calculations suggest that virtually all the growth in the total private demand
surplus was for local output, with no significant change in the pirvate sector's
import surplus from abroad. Putting these facts together, we see that the
large increase in private capital imports (including transfers) in 1970 was
essentially "invested" in a similar increase in liquid assets held against the
banking system (money, foreign currency accounts, saving schemes, earmarked
deposits, etc. ). It was this development that pirmarily explains the ability of
the banking sector to expand total credit at a rate similar to that of 1969,
despite the relative shift of the Government from bank to foreign borrowing.
Finally, the question airses why the "other real sectors" were willing to increase

their holdings of liquid assets relative to their expenditure. The answers here
are not precise, but several factors were clearly at work tending to simultaneously
stimulate capital imports while restraining real imports by these sectors. Increases
in unilateral transfers are normally invested initially in liquid assets, and only
after a lag in other financial or real assets (e.g. housing and durables) . Further,
the shift from a net capital export to a large capital import by business relfects
the aftereffects of speculative expectations in 1969. The reduction of real im
ports of household durables and the decrease in business inventories and equip
ment were also affected by this factor.
Expectations of an imminent increase in taxes or a devaluation in late

1969 built up a wave of advanced real imports and of indirect capital export
(e.g. through the lengthening of credit to foreign importers). The collapse
of this wave after the tax and wage decisions of early 1970 necessarily meant

J The extent of the irse in the sector's liquidity relative to expenditure may be exaggerated
in these calculations, but it is certain that some rise did occur. As noted earlier, the
increase may have been largely offset by the further price rises later in the year and in
early 1971.
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Table XV3B

LIQUIDITY IMPULSES AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL DOMESTIC LIQUID ASSETS
HELD AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, 196970

(IL million(
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)14(
)1()2()3()4()5()6((ל)

Public sector1.

20.320.90.60.61969
12.917.14.24.21970

Other real2.
sectors

12.29.62.616.413.81969
41.710.35.616.722.21970

Institutional3.
investors

0.12.42.30.93.21969
1.72.71.01.32.31970

Total domestic4.
nonifnancial sectors

32.632.90.317.33.913.417.61969
19.330.110.818.07.910.128.81970

5. Rest of the world
and bank supply
surplus

1969
1970

15.3
1.3

15.3
1.3

6. Total, all
sectors
1969
1970

15.3
1.3

17.3C
18.0'

It should be noted that both the change in, and the balance of, liquid assets differ from the
concept in Chapter XIV. The percentage calculations are somewhat affected by this (see
Table XV3, note ").
A positive ifgure corresponds to an equal percentage fall in the circulation velocity of
liquid assets.
The total ifgure for all sectors necessarily equals the percentage rise in total domestic
resource expenditure (i.e. GNP plus the import surplus) at current prices. This follows from
the fact that the percentage increase in expenditure must equal the percentage increase in
liquidity, minus the percentage decrease in their expenditure velocity.
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fewer imports (and durables purchases generally) and some reversal of capital
movements in 1970. A further significant factor was the slump in foreign stock
markets, which also tended to reverse Israeli private capital flows.

3. Gross Credit Flows1

Table XV4 provides the detailed data on sectoral credit lfows upon which
the analysis presented above (and embodied in Tables XV3,3A, and 3B) is
based.2 ■. ai Mi ;£|
Among the larger changes, we find an increase in public sector gross lending

to business and households. The main factor responsible for this was a large
expansion of credit for housing, both that to households through earmarked de
posits in mortgage banks, and various forms of credit to contractors and building
companies. A considerable part of the incremental credit of households and
business to the public sector, on the other hand, consisted of increases in the
compulsory Savings and Defense Loans (classified here as credit, rather than
transfers or tax revenue of the public sector) .

A less certain development suggested by the table is an increase in financial
lfows between public sector companies and private business (in both directions) ,
together with some decline in gross lfows to and from the public sector. In
terms of net lfows, however, the public sector remained a substantial, and the
pirvate business sector a relatively minor, ifnancier of the public sector com
panies.
The Government (or public sector) is seen as diminishing its relative use of

bank credit signiifcantly while greatly increasing its relative resort to foreign
borrowing. This process simply relfects a shift from the ifnancing of its import
connected demand surplus by liquidation of foreign currency reserves in 1969
to direct borrowing from foreign sources. But, as noted above in the discussion
of liquidity developments, the banking system offset its drop in credit to the
public sector by increasing its gross credit to all other sectors, including the rest
of the world. Table XV4 also reveals the large increases in the gross credit
outlfow of the various other real sectors to the banking system (this was
especially large in the case of the pirvate business sector, but the breakdown
between this sector and households is not very reliable). We may also observe
here the systematic and relatively large increases in gross (and net) credit from
abroad to each of the nonbank domestic sectors engaging in such transactions,
including the ifnancial institutions sector.

1 The ifgures on gross credit extended represent in general new loans granted, less re
payments on old loans. Because of various forms of netting in the underlying data, the
net lfows (gross credit granted, less gross credit received) are likely to be somewhat more
accurate than the gross lfows. These can be computed from the ifgures in the table.

" Because of inconsistencies and errors in the sectoral data, little signiifcance should be
attached to the smaller changes shown in the table.
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XV4TableCO

o

FLOWS, 196970CREDITINTERSECTORALGROSS
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2,123946481,1292271314038167301X X1969w
2,5045673811,556131230579857263X X1970§

Public sector companies
337323527017339119X X921969
4682214530116166200X X181970

Nonproift institutions
2918118X X31969
5242103X X131970

Business
1,6001,158903523460bX X13621831969
2,4511,0467886171272bX X181394001970

Households
2,021799171,025130544X Xb13203181969
2,303731,0431,18734674X Xb18464151970



Social insurance funds
and insurance companies

622108514169X X4546252291969

743122621252X X52133131711970

Financial institutions
96011141808X X452"3167643651969

812290720X X1014'32426303161970
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Total credit received from
domestic nonfinancial sectors

1969
1970

Banking system
1969
1970

Rest of the world
1969
1970

Total credit received
1969
1970

Net receipts
1969
1970

7,6922,2261,3574,1095856242768621004721,190
4,3331,7102,6115,0124187594371,4551194911,333

21343309X X2,534184188419272041,613

3,589862X X2,72724546438933531,552

4,110X X1,3962,71446__1,084_541,530
4,803X X1,0253,77890


1,4711062,111

14,6452,5352,7539,3578156233642,3651277304,333

17,7252,5723,63611,5177537594833,3642129504,996

1,5759014511,657765983932,210
2,2314759161,8209131604822,492

* Government deposits in mortgage banks are excluded from this lfow and included as direct public sector credit to households.
b Data on credit lfows between these sectors are not available.



With respect to the smaller sectors, particularly the ifnancial institutions and
social insurance funds, the table does not appear to indicate any major changes
in the pattern or scale of their operations. However, detailed changes in their
operations (e.g. changes in the functions of the financial intermediaries operat
ing between social insurance funds, the Government, and business) did occur,
and these are described in the relevant chapters.
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